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BP to sell package of North Sea Bruce assets to Serica 
BP is to sell a package of its interests in the Bruce assets in the North Sea to Serica Energy. BP 
currently operates the assets, which comprise the Bruce, Keith and Rhum fields, three bridges – 
linked platforms and associated subsea infrastructure. Under the terms of the agreement, Serica will 
pay BP an upfront payment of £12.8mn, a share of cash flows over the next four years, a 
consideration equivalent to 30% of BP’s post – tax decommissioning costs and several contingent 
payments dependent on future asset performance and product prices. Overall, BP expects to receive 
payment of around £300mn, the majority of which will be received over the next four years. 
 
Bernard Looney, BP Chief Executive, Upstream, said: ‘This is an example of BP’s Upstream strategy in 
action – refreshing our portfolio and focusing our activity on assets which will add most value over 
the long – term. We remain committed to the North Sea and continue to invest. We expect our 
production there to double to around 200,000 boe/d by 2020 through new projects like Quad 204 
and Clair Ridge.’ He continued: ‘While the Bruce assets are no longer core to BP, we are confident 
that Serica is the right owner and operate to maximise their continuing value for both companies 
and for the UK.’ 
 
The Bruce field was discovered in 1974 and came into production in 1993, with Keith tied back to 
Bruce in 2000. Rhum, a high – pressure, high – temperature satellite field located 40km to the north 
of Bruce, was brought into production in 2005. 
 
BP will be transferring 36% of its 37% stake in Bruce (partners Total 43.25%, BHP Billiton 16%, 
Marubeni 3.75%), retaining 1% to oversee its interests as the structure of the agreement is based on 
staged payments to BP that depend on the operational and financial performance of the assets in 
future years. It will also transfer its entire 34.84% interest in Keith (Partners BHP Billiton 31.83%, 
Total 25%, Marubeni 8.33%) and its 50% stake in Rhum (partners Iranian Oil Company (UK) 50%). 
 
BP will also retain financial liability for decommissioning of the assets, although planning and 
execution of decommissioning activity will be undertaken by serica. 
 
In May, BP brought the major Quad 204 redevelopment west of Shetland into production, the third 
of seven global major projects starting production for the company in 2017. Clair Ridge, the second 
phase of the giant Clair field, is expected to begin production in 2018. BP is also investing 
significantly in the reliability and integrity of its existing North Sea assets through an extensive 
renewal programme. In 2016, it completed a $1bn investment in the ETAP cluster of fields which is 
expected to extend field life until at least 2035. BP is also in the middle of a six – well exploration 
programme in the UK, in addition to drilling approximately 50 development wells over the next three 
to four years. It was awarded seven licences, incorporating 25 blocks or part blocks, as part of the 
29th licence round award announcement earlier this year. These licences include firm commitment 
for three additional exploration wells. 
 
India’s goods and service tax lifts oil demand 
The introduction of India’s Goods and Service Tax (GST) has lifted oil demand in the country this 
year, reports Aman Verma, Asia Refining Research Analyst, Wood Mackenzie. Crude oil, natural gas, 
diesel and gasoline demand are indirectly affected by the impact of GST on vehicle prices and sales, 
especially in the logistics sector. 
 
In 3Q2017, passenger car and utility vehicle sales rose 9% and 27% year – on – year, respectively, 
compared with average quarterly growth of 2% and 18% over the past five years, according to Wood 



Mackenzie research. Consequently, gasoline demand grew 9% in 3Q2017. The strong growth was 
also supported by increased agricultural output leading to higher rural disposable income and 
discount offered during the festive season (Diwali). All the while, India’s expanding middle class and 
growing car ownership have also been pushing gasoline demand in the short term. 
 
Looking at a broader picture, demonetisation, which was introduced late last year, dampened India’s 
gasoline demand growth in 1Q2017 at 3% year – on – year, the slowest in the past decade. Wood 
Mackenzie forecasts growth will recover in 1Q2018 at around 9%. Overall, gasoline demand looks 
positive in 2018, projects to increase to 670,000 b/d, a 7% increase compared to 2017 levels. 
 
The new tax regime hasn’t been so kind to hybrid cars. Contrary to India’s push towards cleaner 
transportation, the GST has led to an increase in hybrid car prices by over 13% and this has affected 
sales. 
 
In contrast, the tax on pure electric vehicles (EV) has reduced by around 9% under the GST regime, 
the greatest tax cut among all car and fuel types. This is on top of cash incentives that buyers receive 
on EV purchases under India’s Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Hybrid and Electric Vehicles 
scheme. The clearly indicates the government’s intent to promote EVs as a cleaner solution than 
variety of models available and other challenges related to range and charging infrastructure, EV 
sales are unlikely to increase in the short term. 
 
Meanwhile, diesel car sales have dropped from 47% to total car sales in 2012 – 2013 to 23% in 2016 
– 2017. Increased focus on on-road diesel emissions, the reduced price gap between gasoline and 
diesel fuel, and constraints on the use of older diesel cars in major cities are some of the factors that 
can be attributed to this trend. 
 
In 2016, diesel demand in the road transport sector was around 1.09mn b/d, with the road freight 
sector contributing more than 86%. 
 
The Indian government plans to invest around $31bn to build multi – modal logistics parks across the 
country. As logistics operators consolidate their warehouse infrastructure and operations, goods will 
be moved longer distances across states leading to greater demand for high – tonnage, long – haul 
trucks. This is likely to increase diesel demand in the freight sector in the long term, suggests Wood 
Mackenzie. 
 
Diesel demand in India is estimated to surge by 40,000 b/d in 4Q2017. In the short term, diesel 
demand is projected to grow by 60,000 b/d in 2018, 50% higher than 2017 levels. 
 
In summary, the GST will boost gasoline demand in the short to medium term, as more conventional 
passenger cars and utility vehicles are sold – much to the detriment of hybrids. Since the 
incremental tax on GST is only applicable for five years, Wood Mackenzie expects car prices to fall 
further, lending support to gasoline demand in the long term. Consequently, the tax gap between 
conventional cars and EVs will narrow in the same period. As India pushes towards a wider EV 
adoption policy, it is expected that EV manufacturers will face greater cost rivalry from the current 
players. 
 
China’s teapot refineries keep brewing 
China has unexpectedly raised crude import quotas for its independent ‘teapot’ refiners, allocating 
additional product export quotas, normally issued quarterly, for the rest of 2017 and increasing 2018 
import quotes by 1.1mn b/d to 2.9mn b/d, according to Bank of America Merrill Lynch. 
 



The analyst also reports that petroleum product imbalances in China are set to become more 
pronounced, adding near – term downside risks to refining margins. It says: ‘As China’s oil demand 
growth accelerated since 2009, so did investment in refining. Between 2008 and 2014, Chinese 
refiners added an average of 700,000 b/d of net crude distillation (CDU) capacity per annum, 
outpacing end user demand growth. This year, net CDU capacity is set to expand at the strongest 
rate in five years. In part, this expansion in capacity has turned China into the world’s largest crude 
oil importer, with many barrels now feeding into teapot refineries. These independent refiners were 
granted crude oil import quotes in mid – 2015 and are still expanding capacity. The net result is a 
sharp pick – up in refinery throughput and rising product imbalances in China. In turn, this mismatch 
has pushed up domestic product inventories and spurred export growth, putting pressure on the 
wider Asian market.’ 
 
However, BofA Merrill Lynch believes global refining capacity is likely to stay structurally tight in the 
medium – term, and regards any drop in margins as a buying opportunity.  
 
Given the latest expansion in quotas, petroleum product imbalances in China are likely to remain as 
much a feature in 2018 as they were in 2017, even if run increases by teapots are likely to be 
somewhat slower, notes BofA Merrill Lynch. ‘This implies that Asia, and by extension European 
refining margins, could face temporary downsize. In particular, margins could suffer if China 
eventually decides to sharply increase petroleum product export quotas for 2018. Distillates affected 
given China’s strong diesel bias in its refinery base.’ 
 
Rising LNG prices – more than a seasonal trend? 
Industry observers are raising questions over the accuracy of extended LNG oversupply forecasts 
 
As rising LNG demand pushes Asian spot prices toward double – digit annual highs, market observers 
are raising questions over the accuracy of extended oversupply forecasts. The S&P Global Platts JKM 
daily spot price hit $9.70/mn Btu in mid – November, after two months of steady increase, more 
than 80% above the 2017 low of $5.35/mn Btu. 
 
Seasonal purchases have played their part, as the traditional north – east Asian buyers are now at 
the peak of their winter demand season, but longer trends have also been observed. The global 
transition to lower – emission energy sources is making LNG a key fuel of choice in existing and 
emerging Asian markets, encouraging coal – to – gas switching and boosting LNG demand. This trend 
had been further stimulated by four years of low LNG prices, supporting baseload demand creation 
in new markets seeking to address chronic energy deficits, such as Pakistan. 
 
Overall, global LNG demand over January – October 2017 expanded by 10.6% year – on – year to 
237mn tonnes, according to Platts Analytics, and most of that growth came from China. 
 
Engine of growth 
China’s policy directives encouraging coal – to – coal switching to combat air pollution mean that 
LNG imports are increasingly needed to feed the country’s enormous energy appetite. The 
replacement of coal – fired heating with gas – fired boilers at millions of Chinese household this year 
is boosting winter LNG purchases from the country’s northern terminals, and driving Asian spot 
prices to unexpected highs. 
 
China imported 28mn tonnes of LNG in January – October 2017, up 47% from 19mn tonnes in the 
same period last year, and the trend is likely to continue. 
 



Meanwhile, China’s gas demand is expected to see the largest absolute growth in 2018, and the 
country could become the second – largest LNG importer after Japan by the end of next year, 
according to Mel Sawaryn, Senior Lead Analyst with S&P Global Platts. 
 
The largest percentage increase is expected to come from LNG and domestic production, while 
pipeline imports will likely remain relatively stable, Sawaryn says. 
 
Extended oversupply 
The strength of demand in China and other emerging Asian markets is good news for an industry 
expecting massive amounts of new export capacity to come online. However, expecting tighter – 
than – forecast fundamentals based on the recent price spike is overlooking the strong seasonal 
nature of LNG and the recent support it has received from simultaneous rises in coal and oil prices, 
which continue to form the basis of most long – term LNG contracts. 
 
A similar upward trend was observed in the JKM towards the end of 2016, as north – east Asian 
markets entered the peak winter demand season, before prices dropped to just over $5/mn Btu by 
the end of March. 
 
There is substantial LNG supply still due to come onstream, including an additional 80mn t/y starting 
up over 2018 -2020, mainly from Australia and the US. 
 
On the demand side, the rate of coal – to – gas switching in a higher LNG price environment is yet to 
be tested and will depend on strong policy aimed at reducing carbon emissions. 
 
Meanwhile, the liberalisation of Asia’s domestic gas markets and greater flexibility in international 
LNG supply agreements will be crucial to ensuring sustainable LNG demand growth and to 
facilitating the vital role gas is set to play in the future energy mix of a post – COP 21 World. 
 
The 2017 OPEC World Oil Outlook (WOO) forecasts that total primary energy demand is set to 
increase by 35% in the period to 2040, with oil remaining the fuel with the largest share in the 
energy mix throughout the forecast period. Long – term oil demand has been revised upward by 
1.7mn b/d compared to the WOO 2016 report, with total demand at over 111mn b/d by 2040.  
 
Four large – scale shifts in the global energy system set the scene for latest issued of The 
International Energy Agency’s (IEA) flagship report, World Energy Outlook 2017: the rapid 
deployment and falling costs of clean energy technologies; the growing electrification of energy; the 
shift to the more service – oriented economy and a cleaner energy mix in China; and the resilience of 
shale gas and tight oil in the US. 
 
Trading evolution 
Shifting energy supply – demand dynamics and political will are spurring the growth of new 
trading hubs and pricing reforms. Michelle Meineke offers an eagle eyed view. 
 
Rice futures traded in China up to 6,000 years ago and bills for bundles of wood communicated via 
rock art were the ancient stepping stones to today’s mega – energy trading hubs. MarketLine 
estimates the global revenue of just the oil and gas market was $1,205.6bn in 2016. There are 
fundamental similarities between counting grain millennia ago and modern – day markets; the 
importance of efficient trading hubs and transparent pricing to energy security. 
 
The need for these global signposts to sustainable energy growth will intensify as the world’s 
population climbs by nearly a third to 9.7bn people by 2050. 



 
Middle East matures 
Shifting trade patterns across the Indian Ocean have revived oft – deferred conversations to 
establish independent oil product price benchmarks in the Middle East, a region that has long relied 
heavily on prices set approximately 5,000 km away in Singapore. Growing two – way traffic across 
the Indian Ocean has recently turned up the volume on the Middle East’s calls to have pricing that 
better reflects local market dynamics and the development of a world – class trading ecosystem. 
 
Independent oil product price benchmarks are a natural extension for a region that has already been 
a prominent player in ‘Big Oil’ for half a century. BP expects the Middle East to remain the world’s 
largest oil exporter until 2035, with volume rising by nearly a third on 2015 levels to 27mn b/d. 
Nurturing the growth of a home – grown trading ecosystem in the Middle East also supports Gulf 
governments’ national visions to transform into globally – competitive knowledge – based 
economics, helping place them at the head table of the world feast of influential players, rather than 
a few rows back. a successful close on the initial public offering (IPO) that energy giant Saudi Aramco 
has teased global finance markets with since January 2016 will be a leap – rather than a step – in the 
right direction. Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman announced plans in his debut recorded 
interview nearly two years ago to offer a percentage of the Kingdom’s crown jewel. US President 
Trump has most recently joined the global charm race for the US to host what could be the world’s 
biggest IPO at $100bn. Amidst the flurry, Riyadh needs to manage the amped up expectations so 
that the world’s highest – profile financial deal is not tainted by disappointment. 
 
The shifting outlook is keeping price reporting agencies (PRAs), such as S&P Global Platts, Argus 
Media and ICIS, on their toes. PRAs – independent with no participation in the trading markets they 
assess – aim to reflect what is happening in the physical energy and commodity markets. 
 
‘As more refineries, storage facilities and stock history become available, greater liquidity the spot 
trading in the Middle East will encourage the establishment of independent oil product price 
benchmarks. Wider growth will incentivise adoption of these benchmarks,’ says Dan Colover, Oil 
Pricing, Asia S&P Global Platts. ‘Several major triggers mean now is a good time to explore new ways 
to assess the Middle East’s supply – demand balance. This includes the two – way traffic flowing 
across the Indian Ocean, rising regional demand, a burgeoning trading community, greater liquidity, 
spot trading and the International Maritime Organisation’s (IMO) ruling to reduce the sulphur cap 
for bunker fuel from 3.5% to 0.5% by 2020, for example.’ 
 
The IMO’s ruling caught many energy downstream stakeholders off guard and could be a timely test 
of how the Middle East’s refining, trading and shipping community adapts to change. Flexibility 
would pay dividends in attracting more investors and associated professions to the region – a key 
ingredient for any budding energy trading hub and pricing reform. 
 
Costly efforts to improve the Middle East’s downstream value chain over the last decade give the 
region’s plans an additional stamp of credibility. The Middle East has taken the reins of Europe’s 
dwindling refining sector and created a portfolio of modern and complex facilities armed with 
flexible crude slates. The United Arab Emirate’s (UAE) recently expanded 900,000 b/d Ruwais 
refinery and Kuwait’s 620,000 b/d a; - Zour facility, scheduled to come online by 2020, are amongst 
the world’s largest refineries, for example. 
 
Major investments to modernise and enlarge regional port infrastructure are also paying off. The 
UAE’s Port of Fujairah could be a prime strategic spot to base the Middle East’s global trading 
presence. The Port is located just 70km south of the Strait of Hormuz, which the US’ Energy 
Information Administration (EIA) says is the world’s busiest strategic chokepoint with oil transits of 



18.5mn b/d in 2016. The speed of the port’s growth into the world’s second largest bunkering hub is 
noteworthy. The Port of Singapore, the world’s biggest bunkering hub, was funded as a free port in 
1819 by Sir Stamford Raffles; the Port of Fujairah officially opened more than 150 years later in 
1983. 
 
In addition, the entry of national oil companies (NOCs) into the Middle East’s energy trading space in 
recent years, such as Aramco Trading and Oman Trading International, has enhanced the local 
trading community’s knowledge repertoire of arbitrage dynamics and global dealings. The 
introduction of independent oil product price benchmarks will occur at different speeds for different 
products, with a significant gasoil surplus and jet fuel demand likely putting both products at the 
front of the queue. 
 
Asia’s eyes on LNG 
An oversupply of LNG has helped sharpen the bargaining power of the importing region – Asia. 
Around a third of global LNG demand last year came from Asia – Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, China 
and India are on the list of major importers. In Japan alone, import dependency reached almost 98% 
last year, at 117bn cm, according to the International Energy Agency (IEA). Closure of the country’s 
nuclear power plants following the fukushima earthquake in 2011, increased the use of gas in the 
power sector. 
 
Regional appetite is unlikely to diminish. UN data shows that India will be the world’s most populous 
nation at 1.66bn by 2050 – 17% of the global population – and PwC sees China and India as the 
world’s first and second largest economies by 2050, respectively. 
 
As the power increasingly shifts from LNG exporters to LNG importers, Asia is making significant 
headway on its wish list to improve its cost – reward outlook. First up are the region’s oft – 
overlooked calls to diversify the historic portfolio of long – term contracts and sport options. Japan’s 
Jera, the world’s biggest single importer of LNG, shared plans in August last year to reduce its long – 
term imports from the current 34.5mn t/y by 42% to 20mn t/y by 2030. So far, Qatar, the world’s 
biggest exporter at 30% of global volumes, was the main source of spot and short – term volumes to 
global markets, with 27% in 2016 versus 30% in 2015. Australia, tipped with the US as a strong 
contender for Qatar’s crown by 2020, provided 14% in 2016 versus 9% in 2015, according to the 
International Group of Liquefied Natural Gas Importers (GIIGNL). 
 
Another point on Asia’s wish list was removing exporters’ restrictions on importers’ ability to re – sell 
excess supply, which was particularly irksome for importers with contracts specifying a fixed import 
volume regardless of their needs. In late – June this year, Japan’s Fair Trade Commission (FTC) ruled 
that new long – term LNG contracts signed with Japanese buyers could not have destination 
restrictions. The anti – monopoly regular’s investigation, which started in 2016, is the first step to 
remove bricks from the regulatory wall that importers have faced. And there’s more; Asia wants to 
establish its own LNG trading hubs. The large size of Asia’s market means multiple hubs are viable; a 
scramble for dominance is not necessary. 
 
‘The development of multiple LNG trading hubs, such as those in Europe, is also possible. Taking into 
consideration the size of the Asian LNG market, multiple trading hubs could develop, with different 
locations taking on different roles,’ according to Naoki Tatsumi, Director of Energy and Infrastructure 
for KPMG in Japan. ‘For example, Singapore could act as the paper trading hub, whereas Japan or 
China could act as the physical trading hub. Whether or not one or multiple LNG price indices 
establish, will depend on the nature of the market development.’ Asia currently lacks a pricing 
benchmark that is in the same league as the US’ Henry Hub or the UK’s National Balancing Point 
(NBP). 



 
So far, Singapore has led the charge. The establishment of the city – state’s second LNG terminal and 
a LNG bunkering business are aimed at increasing physical demand. Singapore Exchange also 
launched a LNG futures market and the hub’s development of an ecosystem for trading activities 
which benefits from close proximity to many LNG players, including financial institutions and trading 
companies, Tatsumi added. 
 
Japan and China are also in the running. But both countries would need to widen their remit for third 
– party access to their infrastructure to encourage new market entrants. Japan would need to 
attract more market players and China would need to address concerns surrounding the fairness of 
its legal system and corporate governance. 
 
Pricing the invisible 
The European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) is the world’s oldest such market at 12 
years old; a toddler compared to the ‘old hats’ of fossil fuels. Consequently, the guidebook to 
building a global pricing mechanism is thin. But the energy industry is keener than ever to pin down 
a pricing playbook before politics dictate the process. Avoiding keen – jerk low – carbon measures 
that put additional strain on accountants already juggling the impact of today’s ‘lower for longer’ oil 
price is a widely – shared priority. 
 
‘Pricing carbon obviously adds a cost to our production and our products. But carbon pricing policy 
frameworks will contribute to providing our businesses and their many stakeholders with a clear 
roadmap for future investment, a level playing field for all energy sources across geographies and a 
clear role in securing a more sustainable future,’ said the CEO’s of BG Group, BP, Eni, Shell, Statoil 
and Total in a letter in 2015. Such sentiment is not isolated. In 1991, Shell warned that climate 
change was happening faster than at any time since the end of the ice age and in June this year, 
ExxonMobil, Shell, Total and other large corporations called for a gradually rising and revenue – 
neutral US carbon tax. 
 
Article 6 in the Paris Agreement, the world’s most comprehensive climate – related deal since the 
Kyoto Protocol in 1997, is an official step to much – needed clarity. The Article notes how 
cooperation across borders and systems could realise the collaboration and connection of individual 
carbon pricing mechanisms. Optimists say therein lies the golden ticket to creating a unified carbon 
price. 
 
US oil and gas and cheap renewable driving global energy transformation – IEA 
The next 25 years will see the world’s growing energy needs met predominately by renewable, 
followed by natural gas – and solar power will become the cheapest source of new electricity 
generation. 
 
These are some of the large – scale trends projected in the central ‘New Policies’ scenario in the 
International Energy Agency’s (IEA’s) flagship report, the World Energy Outlook 2017, which this 
year says that over the next two decades the global energy system will be reshaped by four major 
forces: 
 

 The US becoming the world’s ‘undisputed’ oil and gas leader; 

 Renewable being deployed rapidly due to their falling costs; 

 A growing share of electricity in the energy mix; and 

 China’s new economic strategy pushing it into a cleaner growth mode, which will have 
implications for global energy markets. 

 



WEO-2017  projects that in the year 2040 global energy demand will be 30% higher than it is today, 
but that this growth is half what it would have been without energy efficiency improvements across 
the economy in that period. The largest contribution to demand growth – at almost 30% come from 
India, whose share of global energy use is set to rise to 11% by 2040. This will still be below its 18% 
share of the anticipated global population. 
 
For fossil fuels: ‘the boom year for coal are over’ - in the absence of large – scale carbon capture, 
utilisation and storage (CCUS) – says the IEA. Its projection on the peaking of oil demand is more 
conservative than other organisations’ scenarios, with the IEA stating that rising oil use will slow 
down but will not be reversed before 2040 – even with the sharp rise in electric vehicle sales. 
 
The growing electrification of energy is largely precipitated by the growing adoption of electric 
vehicles and heating energy demand increasingly turning to electricity, the IEA says. 
 
This shift to greater electrification and a cleaner energy mix is most apparent in China, where the 
country’s previous orientation towards heavy industry and infrastructure development has seen its 
energy mix dominated by coal – contributing to the country’s poor air quality. China’s future energy 
policy will have more of a focus on clean technology, including renewable, a greater use of natural 
gas, electrification as well as a growing digitisation of the industry. 
 
Looking to shale gas, the projected 630bn m3 increase in US shale gas production over the 15 years 
from 2008 would comfortably exceed the previous record for gas output growth from a single 
country, says the IEA – with its expansion having wide – ranging impacts within North America. 
Already a net exporter of gas, the US will become a net exporter of oil in the late 2020s, adds the 
IEA. 
 
On the peaking of oil demand, Dr Fatih Birol, the IEA’s Executive Director, said: ‘Electric vehicles are 
in the fast lane as a result of government support and declining battery costs but is far too early to 
write the obituary of oil, as growth for trucks, aviation, petrochemicals, shipping and aviation keep 
pushing demand higher.’ 
 
While emissions have flattened in recent years, the report’s central scenario projects that global 
energy – related carbon dioxide emissions will increase slightly by 2040, but at a slower pace than 
forecast in WEO – 2016. Still, this is far from enough to avoid severe impacts from climate change, 
says the IEA. 
 
This year, the WEO introduces a Sustainable Development Scenario, which the IEA says offers an 
integrated way to achieve a range of goals: climate stabilisation, cleaner air and universal access to 
modern energy. 
 
Italy plans to phase out coal by 2025 
Italy is planning to phase out electricity generation from coal power by 2025, following plans from 
the EU countries including Portugal, the Netherlands and the UK to do the same. 
 
The move was announced by the country’s Industry Minister Carlo Calenda as part of a new energy 
strategy for Italy that would also see the country aim to source 27% of its total energy consumption 
from renewable by 2030. 
 
Calenda said the Italian government had asked the country’s grid operator Terna to identify the 
infrastructure needed to shift away from the fuel. The announcement follows reports of the 



country’s biggest utility Enel stating it would not invest in new coal – fired power plants, and utilities 
from 26 EU countries pledging to not construct new coal plants from 2020 onwards. 
 
At the start of November a collective of civil society groups across 28 European nations joined forces 
to create an initiative to end all coal use in Europe by 2030. The Europe Beyond Coal initiative has 
collected coal data and allows users on its website to view visualisations of coal plant locations, and 
climate impact and health impact data of Europe’s coal plants. 
 
Subsequently, the former mayor of New York and UN special envoy on climate change Michael 
Bloomberg extended a campaign to cut coal use in the US across to Europe, with plans to push this 
worldwide. The $50mn plan will support grassroots campaigns, research on coal and legal action 
against coal plants. 
 
Solar rooftop systems for German supermarket chain 
METRO Deutschland, which operator over 100 cash and carry supermarkets across Germany, says it 
will install photovoltaic rooftop power systems on up to 30 of its stores. Energy provider E.ON will 
install the solar systems as part of a continuing partnership. 
 
The project will commence at METRO locations in Mannheim and Gundelfingen, near Freiburg, 
where the solar plants are expected to produce to total of up to 20 GWh of electricity per year, 
corresponding to around 9% of the stores’ total electricity requirements and going some way to 
helping the supermarket chain achieve its climate target of halving emissions by 2030. 
 
METRO will operate the solar plants, and estimates it will save 12,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide per 
year through the scheme. 
 
Since 2013, METRO and E.ON have partnered to help businesses in Germany and Russia reduce 
emissions by implementing decentralised energy supply systems in the stores, including combined 
heat and power systems. 
 

 A solar PV system has been deployed at the Bab Al – Hawa Hospital in northern Syria, 
consisting of 480 solar PV panels with a capacity of 127 kWp, and 288 batteries capable of 
storing 720 kWh. The project is expected to save the hospital over 7,000 litres of diesel per 
month, which amounts to roughly 20 -30% of the hospital’s monthly energy expenditure. 

 


